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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
ai 485 6.3 1.4 10 63.2 1
aii 135 12 3.8 20 59.8 0.3
aiii 336 13.3 3.1 20 66.3 0.7
bi 469 6.6 1.5 10 66.4 1
bii 171 12.4 3.2 20 62 0.4
biii 300 13.5 3 20 67.5 0.6
ci 44567 6.5 1.4 10 65.3 92.9
cii 18254 11.8 3.3 20 58.8 38
ciii 26141 13 3.2 20 64.8 54.5
di 1169 6.6 1.4 10 66 2.4
dii 262 11.6 4 20 57.8 0.6
diii 907 13.4 3 20 67.1 1.9
ei 1213 6.9 1.5 10 68.6 2.5
eii 443 13.2 3.4 20 65.9 0.9
eiii 761 12.8 3.3 20 63.9 1.6

SPAG 47703 3 0.6 4 75.1 99.4
ai 392 6.8 1.5 10 67.6 0.8
aii 155 13.4 3.7 20 67.2 0.3
aiii 235 13.5 3.6 20 67.7 0.5
bi 39433 6.4 1.5 10 63.6 82.2
bii 28475 11.9 3.6 20 59.6 59.4
biii 10712 12 3.5 20 60.1 22.3
ci 2168 6.6 1.7 10 66.4 4.5
cii 1210 13 3.6 20 65 2.5
ciii 946 13.8 3.2 20 68.8 2
di 5204 6.3 1.4 10 63.2 10.8
dii 1226 13 3.5 20 64.9 2.6
diii 3970 12.6 3.2 20 63.2 8.3
ei 466 6.9 1.7 10 69.3 1
eii 333 14.5 2.9 20 72.6 0.7
eiii 130 14 3.5 20 70 0.3

SPAG 47359 3 0.7 4 74.1 98.7

Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Essay responses 
 
An Inspector Calls 
 
The play, “An Inspector Calls” was set in a fictional town 
during the Edwardian era during 1912. The play was 
written in 1945 by J.B. Priestley, who wanted to present 
the stereotypical life for people who were in classes which 
determined their reputation and status. J.B. Priestley also 
introduced the character of Inspector Goole to voice his 
opinion and attitude to the way the class system worked 
during 1912 Britain. 
At the start of the play, before the Inspector arrives. Sheila 
is presented as spoilt by J.B. Priestly: “Oh mummy, look at 
this one - .” This supports the stereotypical life of the 
Birling family, who are middle class and can buy all the 
luxury things that the working class can’t. 
During the Inspectors visit, he interrogates Sheila into 
finding out how she was partially responsible for Eva’s 
death, as well as the rest of her family: “I was in a bad 
mood anyhow.” This suggests that Sheila hasn’t come to 
terms with how serious the situation is yet, and is still 
being a little selfish and thinking about her self. This also 
suggests that Sheila is jealous or a hot headed character 
as she jumpted to conclusions into thinking that Eva was 
“laughing” at her. Sheila doesn’t change her ways in the 
play until she begins to realise that she was responsible. “I 
felt rotten about it.” This suggests that after the incident at 
Milwards she knew that she had done something wrong 
as she regrets getting the manager of Milwards to sack 
Eva because of her own selfishness. 
 
Sheila genuinely feels some remorse and regret for what 
she did as she explains to the Inspector that she “feels 
even worse about it,” this could suggest her change in 
character from being spoilt and selfish, to having 
sympathy and empathy for those who aren’t as morally or 
socially powerful. 
Furthermore, when Gerald confesses to having an affair 
with Eva, she takes on the Inspectors role: “Why you fool. 







He already knows.” This reinforces her change in 
character as she is now beginning to understand and 
empathise with Eva, and think like the Inspector, who 
encouraged her to take responsibility for her part in Eva’s 
suicide. 
Moreover, after the Inspector has left, Sheila doesn’t seem 
to understand how her parents won’t take partial 
responsibility for Eva’s death like her and Eric have: “It 
frightens me the way you talk.” Sheila explains this after 
Mr Birling says “I cannot take responsibility” ad her 
mother, Mrs Birling says: “I think she only had herself to 
blame...I did nothing I’m ashamed of that won’t bear 
investigation.” Sheila’s reaction to this, is that: “It’s clear 
that you haven’t learnt anything from this,” suggesting that 
she is ashamed of her parents and their unwillingness to 
accept their responsibility for causing Eva’s death. 
From this, the audience can clearly see a change in 
attitude of Sheila from the start to the end of the play. 
Priestley uses the character of Sheila to show the key 
theme of younger vs older generation in the play and how 
the class system is the factor that affects the morals and 
the way people act and behave.     
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An Inspector Calls 


The play, “An Inspector Calls” was set in a fictional town 
during the Edwardian era during 1912. The play was 
written in 1945 by J.B. Priestley, who wanted to present 
the stereotypical life for people who were in classes which 
determined their reputation and status. J.B. Priestley also 
introduced the character of Inspector Goole to voice his 
opinion and attitude to the way the class system worked 
during 1912 Britain. 
At the start of the play, before the Inspector arrives. Sheila 
is presented as spoilt by J.B. Priestly: “Oh mummy, look at 
this one - .” This supports the stereotypical life of the 
Birling family, who are middle class and can buy all the 
luxury things that the working class can’t. 
During the Inspectors visit, he interrogates Sheila into 
finding out how she was partially responsible for Eva’s 
death, as well as the rest of her family: “I was in a bad 
mood anyhow.” This suggests that Sheila hasn’t come to 
terms with how serious the situation is yet, and is still 
being a little selfish and thinking about her self. This also 
suggests that Sheila is jealous or a hot headed character 
as she jumpted to conclusions into thinking that Eva was 
“laughing” at her. Sheila doesn’t change her ways in the 
play until she begins to realise that she was responsible. “I 
felt rotten about it.” This suggests that after the incident at 
Milwards she knew that she had done something wrong 
as she regrets getting the manager of Milwards to sack 
Eva because of her own selfishness. 


Sheila genuinely feels some remorse and regret for what 
she did as she explains to the Inspector that she “feels 
even worse about it,” this could suggest her change in 
character from being spoilt and selfish, to having 
sympathy and empathy for those who aren’t as morally or 
socially powerful. 
Furthermore, when Gerald confesses to having an affair 
with Eva, she takes on the Inspectors role: “Why you fool. 



Highlight



Sticky Note

Although it’s a good idea to refer to context early in your response, it’s preferable to link your points about the contexts of the play to the question asked - in this case, about Sheila and how she changes. Can you rewrite this introduction so that it does so?  



Highlight



Sticky Note

The events involving Sheila and Eva are rather skimmed over. Remember you get credit for showing your detailed knowledge of the play, and the more thorough and thoughtful, the higher the mark. What would you write about the “Milwards incident”? Remember to include some points about context, too.







He already knows.” This reinforces her change in 
character as she is now beginning to understand and 
empathise with Eva, and think like the Inspector, who 
encouraged her to take responsibility for her part in Eva’s 
suicide. 
Moreover, after the Inspector has left, Sheila doesn’t seem 
to understand how her parents won’t take partial 
responsibility for Eva’s death like her and Eric have: “It 
frightens me the way you talk.” Sheila explains this after 
Mr Birling says “I cannot take responsibility” ad her 
mother, Mrs Birling says: “I think she only had herself to 
blame...I did nothing I’m ashamed of that won’t bear 
investigation.” Sheila’s reaction to this, is that: “It’s clear 
that you haven’t learnt anything from this,” suggesting that 
she is ashamed of her parents and their unwillingness to 
accept their responsibility for causing Eva’s death. 
From this, the audience can clearly see a change in 
attitude of Sheila from the start to the end of the play. 
Priestley uses the character of Sheila to show the key 
theme of younger vs older generation in the play and how 
the class system is the factor that affects the morals and 
the way people act and behave.     



Sticky Note

The best Literature essays have balanced coverage of the text, and, with the plays in Unit 2a, include references to context woven in all the way through. Make a detailed plan for the question here (how and why Sheila changes) making sure you include detail from throughout the play, with relevant references to the play’s social, cultural and historical context throughout. You could use the response above as a base to build on, or start again from scratch.



Sticky Note

This is a focused discussion, with some references to context, and some apt support. As such, a mark of 12 is apt, with 3 for SPaG.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Some reference to the context of the play, but a bit underdeveloped. A useful tip is to try and hold back a really good point for a strong conclusion. Have a go at writing an alternative conclusion to this essay.
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d)  About A Boy  
 


(i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
  


How does Nick Hornby present the character of Fiona here? Refer closely to 
the extract in your answer.                         [10] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


   


1 mark  Brief responses, and very simple comments on Fiona. 
 


   


2-4 marks  Answers will tend to be underdeveloped, or dependent on 
paraphrase, with some awareness and empathy for 4. 
 


   


5-7 marks Discussion will be more focused and supported by apt detail. For 7, 
discussion of the extract and Fiona’s behaviour will be thorough and 
thoughtful. 
 


   


8-10 marks Answers will be closely read, sensitive to characters and 
relationships, assured, and increasingly evaluative. At the top of the 
mark range, narrative voice (though probably not termed as such) 
may well be addressed. 


   


 
 
*(ii)  “About a Boy is a celebration of the outsider.” To what extent do you agree 


with this statement about the novel?                     [20+4] 
 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A02 (67%). 
 


As with all such open questions, remember that comment is free, so judge 
according to the marking criteria. 
 
0 marks  Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 


 
   


1-4 marks  Patchy, simple narrative, with little, if any, focus on the question. 
 


   


5-9 marks  Answers will be dependent on narrative, with an emerging 
awareness of characters and how they may be described as 
outsiders. 
 


   


10-14 marks Answers will be more focused in their selection of apt detail, and 
with an increasingly clear focus on the idea of the outsider. For 
13/14, responses will be well sustained, thoughtful and thorough 
in their discussion of characters and relationships. 
 


   


15-20 marks Answers will be assured and evaluative, with sensitivity to 
characters and relationships, and, perhaps, at the very top, 
original.  


   


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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*(iii)   How does Nick Hornby present the development of the relationship between 
Marcus and Will in About A Boy?                  [20+4] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A02 (67%). 


 
0 marks  Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 


 
   


1-4 marks  Answers will be typified by simple, patchy narrative. 
 


   


5-9 marks  Answers will be narrative dependent, with some discussion 
emerging of Will and Marcus, and empathy for 8 - 9. 
 


   


10-14 marks Answers will still be narrative driven, but use of the text will be 
more selective. For 13 – 14, answers will be more sustained in 
their discussion of Will and Marcus, although the issue of 
presentation will probably be only addressed implicitly at this level. 
 


   


15-20 marks Answers will be astute, evaluative and well considered, revealing 
a sensitive understanding of characters and relationships. The 
issue of presentation will be addressed with increasing assurance 
at this level. 


   


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


 
 
 
 
* Each question includes an additional 4 marks for the assessment of spelling, punctuation 
and accurate use of grammar. Please refer to the grid below. The maximum mark available 
for each question is 24. 
 
 


Assessment of spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar 
 


Level Performance descriptions 
0 marks Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in 


the performance description below. 
Threshold 


performance 
 


1 mark 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
reasonable accuracy in the context of the demands of the 
question. Any errors do not hinder meaning in the response. 
Where required, they use a limited range of specialist terms 
appropriately. 


Intermediate 
Performance 


 
2 – 3 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
considerable accuracy and general control of meaning in the 
context of the demands of the question. Where required, they use 
a good range of specialist terms with facility.  


High 
performance 


 
4 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
consistent accuracy and effective control of meaning in the 
context of the demands of the question. Where required, they use 
a wide range of specialist terms adeptly and with precision. 
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Heroes 
 
This extract takes place in Larry LaSalle’s tenement, 
where Francis is going to carry out his revenge mission to 
kill Larry LaSalle. 
Firstly, Cormier starts with a simile to suggest the reality of 
the events that are going to take place. “The gun is like a 
tumour on my thigh.” This creates atmosphere as the 
reader doesn’t know whether Francis will carry out his 
mission or not. This juxtaposes the calm quiet mood: 
“morning streets” and “the wind that never dies down.” The 
personification of rubbish reinforces the calm and quiet 
atmosphere “kicking debris into the gutters.” 
Secondly, Cormier builds tension by informing the reader 
that Francis has arrived at Larry’s tenement: “where Larry 
laSalle can be found at last.” The fact that Cormier used 
“at last” suggests that Francis has been looking for Larry 
since he got back from war. This creates a tense 
atmosphere as the reader doesn’t know what Francis is 
going to do next. 
In addition, Cormier shows that Francis is calm about 
carrying out his mission: “I am calm. My heartbeat is 
normal.” These short monosyllabic declarative sentences 
reinforce Francis’s matter of fact attitude and this creates 
atmosphere as Francis is “calm” about a situation that 
others would find frightening. 
Francis then thinks about the “innocent faces of the 
Germans” he encountered in war and compares them to 
Larry LaSalle: “But Larry LaSalle is not innocent.” This 
declarative sentence creates tension which affects the 
atmosphere as the reader can clearly understand that 
Francis wants revenge for Nicole. 
Cormier creates a tense mood by comparing sound and 
silence: “The sound of my knocking is loud and 
commanding in the silent hallway.” This creates tension 
and speculation as the reader can now understand that 
Francis is going through with his plan: “No response. I 
wait.” 
Moreover, Francis refers to Larry as “he.” This suggests 
that he no longer respects him. Francis could have also 



Highlight



Sticky Note

This is a good way to start an extract response: succinctly (in a sentence if possible) showing how it fits into the text.



Highlight



Sticky Note

If the question asks about the creation of mood and atmosphere, always try to be specific about the kind of mood and atmosphere that is created.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Well focused selection and highlighting of detail.







indirectly compared Larry to the stairs in the tenement, 
which could foreshadow Larry’s physical state: “worn from 
use and age.” 
Finally, the fact that Francis is “hesitant”, suggests that he 
doesn’t want to kill Larry: “ - his voice giving reality to what 
I must do.” The deliberate pause create atmosphere as 
they suggest Francis is hesitant to do what he went there 
for.     



Sticky Note

Either using this extract, or another of similar length which you have chosen for yourself, select and highlight details which create specific moods and atmospheres. Bear in mind that mood and atmosphere may well change several times within even a short extract, and remember always to be specific about the mood and atmosphere that is created. When you’ve done so, write up your findings as if in the exam. Remember that you’ll only have 20 minutes to do this in the exam, so you have to be really focused, and use evidence economically, with short quotations.



Sticky Note

This response makes sensible points, selecting and highlighting apt detail quite thoughtfully, but the uneven coverage makes a mark of 6 more appropriate than anything higher.  



Highlight



Sticky Note

More well focused selection and highlighting of detail - but the answer does not address most of the final paragraph. Remember that the extract begins and ends where it does for a good reason, so try to select and highlight details from across the whole extract, including its end.
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Heroes 
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indirectly compared Larry to the stairs in the tenement, 
which could foreshadow Larry’s physical state: “worn from 
use and age.” 
Finally, the fact that Francis is “hesitant”, suggests that he 
doesn’t want to kill Larry: “ - his voice giving reality to what 
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An Inspector Calls 


At the beginning of the extract, Gerald is trying to make 
himself seem as if his cheating on Sheila was justified - 
“gave me a glance that was nothing less than a cry for 
help.” This may make the audience feel sickened in a 
sense as he is trying to portray himself as a knight in 
shining armour when all he is is a liar and a cheat. This 
may also make some of the audience angry towards him 
as he has been lying to Sheila for a long time. 
Also, Gerald is more than happy to carry on his story even 
after an interruption from Sheila and Mrs Birling - 
“(steadily)”. This could show how he is almost proud of 
what he did, and does not think that cheating on Sheila 
was a bad thing. He also addresses the Inspector 
“carefully”, which shows how determined he is to make it 
clear that he “didn’t ask for anything in return” for giving 
Eva an apartment. This may cause the audience to feel 
disgusted towards him as he is blaming his cheating on 
Eva completely and not acknowledging his role in it. 
Furthermore, at the end of the extract when the Inspector 
asks “She became your mistress?” The audience’s 
feelings towards Gerald turn to resentment as he 
responds with “Yes. I suppose it was inevitable.” This is 
said in front of Sheila, which could show the audience how 
he doesn’t care about her feelings, only about his own 
ego, and this may cause some of the audience to hate 
him.  



Sticky Note

Underline the parts of the extract that this candidate chose to focus on. Now see if there are any more details you think would have been good choices, and what points you could have made. Remember that to get into the top band of marks for the extract, you need to look at HOW the writer’s technique, whether dialogue or stage directions, may affect an audience’s impression of the character. You could either write your own answer, or make notes in the form of a grid.



Sticky Note

This is a well focused and engaged response, and the regular use of “may” and “could” shows tentativeness, and an awareness that there are different, equally valid ways in which audiences may respond. This lifts it beyond straightforward selecting and commenting on details, and a mark of 7 is apt, as the response does not quite have the level of analysis of “how” to get into the top band of 8 - 10 marks. 



Highlight



Sticky Note

Strongly felt response, supported by detail. It is good to show an understanding of the impact on an audience, as here.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Good use of stage directions to back up points made. With play extracts, remember not just to look at the words spoken.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Engaged discussion of the final stages of the extract. Remember to select details from across the extract - its beginning, middle, and end.
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c)  An Inspector Calls 
 


(i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
 


Look closely at how Gerald speaks and behaves here. How may this affect an   
audience’s feelings towards him?                          [10] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


 
0 marks Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 


 
   


1 mark Simple, general comments – very brief, probably.    


2-4 marks Candidates will re-tell the extract, with, for 3/4, some discussion 
of its events and characters, with, at 4, some discussion of 
Gerald.  
 


   


5-7 marks At this level, candidates will select and highlight detail to support 
their comments. At the top of the band, discussion of selected 
detail will be thoughtful and thorough. 
 


   


8-10 marks Answers will be assured, sensitive, and increasingly evaluative 
with close focus on the detail of the extract, such as what Gerald 
reveals about his encounter with Eva Smith/Daisy Renton, and 
how he responds to the other characters. 


   


     
*(ii)  “Mrs Birling only met Eva Smith towards the end of her life, yet she is the 


most responsible for her fate.” To what extent do you agree with this 
statement? Remember to support your answer with reference to the play 
and to comment on its social, cultural and historical context.                [20+4] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 


 
Candidates may approach this question in different ways. They may limit their 
discussion to Mrs Birling, or may make a case for another character or characters 
being more responsible, or blend these two approaches. Please be flexible in 
judging what is offered. 
 
0 marks  Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 


 
  


1-4 marks  Answers will be underdeveloped and based on simple, 
general narrative. 
 


  


5-9 marks  Answers will be dependent on simple narrative with an 
awareness and some discussion of Mrs Birling (and other 
characters). There will be some awareness of relevant 
contextual factors, particularly at the top of this mark range. 
 


  


10-14 marks At this level, and particularly at the bottom of this band, 
answers will still be narrative driven, but with an increasingly 
secure and selective use of the text. At the top of this band, 
responses will be thoughtful and thorough, with an increasing 
understanding of contextual factors. 
 


  


15-20 marks In this band, answers will be assured in their use of selected 
detail, and will have a clear sense of overview and evaluation 
in their consideration of the responsibility of Mrs Birling 
and/or other characters. There will be a clear grasp of the 
impact of contextual factors. At the top, there may be 
originality, too. 


  


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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*(iii)  Explain how and why Sheila Birling changes during the course of the play.                                   
Remember to support your answer with reference to the play and to comment 
on its social, cultural and historical context.                                                    [20+4] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


   


1-4 marks  
 


Answers will be underdeveloped and based on simple narrative. 
 


   


5-9 marks  Answers will be dependent on simple narrative with an awareness  
and some discussion of Sheila Birling at the top of this band, 
where there may well also be empathy evident. Reference to 
context will probably be implicit at this level. 
 


   


10-14 marks At this level, and particularly at the bottom of this band, answers 
will still be narrative driven, but with an increasingly secure and 
selective use of the text. At the top of this band, responses will be 
thoughtful and thorough in their discussion of Sheila Birling and 
the changes in her evident at different points in the play (perhaps 
considering her situation within the context of the society of 1912). 
  


   


15-20 marks In this band, answers will be assured in their use of selected 
detail, and will have a clear sense of overview and evaluation in 
their analysis of Sheila Birling with “how and why” addressed with 
increasing confidence, within the contexts of the play. 


   


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


 
 
 
* Each question includes an additional 4 marks for the assessment of spelling, punctuation 
and accurate use of grammar. Please refer to the grid below. The maximum mark available 
for each question is 24. 
 


Assessment of spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar 
 


Level Performance descriptions 
0 marks Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 


performance description below. 
Threshold 


performance 
 


1 mark 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
reasonable accuracy in the context of the demands of the question. 
Any errors do not hinder meaning in the response. Where required, 
they use a limited range of specialist terms appropriately. 


Intermediate 
Performance 


 
2 – 3 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
considerable accuracy and general control of meaning in the context 
of the demands of the question. Where required, they use a good 
range of specialist terms with facility.  


High 
performance 


 
4 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
consistent accuracy and effective control of meaning in the context 
of the demands of the question. Where required, they use a wide 
range of specialist terms adeptly and with precision. 
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(d) About A Boy


 Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).


 You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or 
part (iii).


 (i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


  How does Nick Hornby present the character of Fiona here? Refer closely to the extract 
in your answer.  [10]


 Either,


 (ii) ‘About a Boy is a celebration of the outsider.’ To what extent do you agree with this 
statement about the novel? [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.


 Or,


 (iii) How does Nick Hornby present the development of the relationship between Marcus and 
Will in About A Boy?  [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.
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‘Come here.’ And while the assembled and for the most part unsympathetic occupants of the 
police interview room watched, Ruth opened her arms, and Ellie stood up, walked over to her and 
hugged her.


It seemed to have escaped Fiona’s notice that this embrace should have marked the end of the 
whole sorry cardboard-cut-out affair, but then Will had been aware for some time that more or less 
everything had passed her by since they stopped for petrol. It soon became clear, however, that she 
had been steeling herself for action, rather than daydreaming, and for reasons best known to herself 
she had decided that the time for action was now. She stood up, walked around the table, put her 
arms around Marcus from behind and, with an embarrassingly emotional intensity, addressed the 
policewoman who had been looking after them. 


‘I haven’t been a good mother to him,’ she declared. ‘I’ve let things slide, and I haven’t been 
noticing properly, and … I’m not surprised things have come to this.’


‘They haven’t come to anything, Mum,’ said Marcus. ‘How many more times? I haven’t done 
anything.’ Fiona ignored him; she didn’t seem even to have heard.


‘I know I don’t deserve a chance, but I’m asking for one now, and … I don’t know whether you’re 
a mother or not?’


‘Me?’ asked the policewoman. ‘Yeah, I’ve got a little boy. Jack.’
‘I’m appealing to you as a mother … If you give us another chance, you won’t regret it.’
‘We don’t need a chance, Mum. I haven’t done anything wrong. I only got off a train.’ 
Still	no	reaction.	Will	had	to	hand	it	to	her:	once	she	had	decided	to	fight	for	her	child	she	was	


unstoppable, however wrong-headed the decision, and however inappropriate the weapons. What 
she was saying was barmy – she might even have been aware that it was barmy – but at least it was 
coming from a part of her that knew she had to do something for her son. It was a turning point, of 
sorts. You could imagine this woman saying all kinds of inappropriate things at peculiar times; but 
it	was	getting	much	harder	to	imagine	finding	her	sprawled	off	a	sofa	covered	in	sick,	and	Will	was	
beginning to learn that sometimes good news came in unpromising shapes and sizes.


‘We’re willing to cut a deal,’ said Fiona. Was Royston law the same as LA Law? Will wondered. 
It seemed unlikely, but one never knew. ‘Marcus will testify against Ellie, if you let him go. I’m sorry, 
Katrina, but it’s too late for her. Let Marcus start again with a clean sheet.’ She buried her face in 
the back of Marcus’s neck, but Marcus shook her off and moved away from her and towards Will. 
Katrina, who had spent much of Fiona’s speech trying not to laugh, went over to comfort her.


‘Shut up, Mum. You’re mad. Bloody hell, I can’t believe how crap my parents are,’ said Marcus 
with real feeling. 
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About A Boy 


Nick Hornby presents Fiona here trying to be a good 
mother to Marcus. “It escaped Fiona’s notice that this 
embrace should have marked the end of the story.” Fiona 
had to carry on worrying for Marcus she couldn’t just hug 
him and it would be over. “put her arms around Marcus 
from behind with an embarrassingly emotional intensity” 
showing that she was over exaggerating her emotions 
embarrassingly. Fiona says she hasn’t “been a good 
mother to him” and “let things slide” showing that she is 
depressed and caught up in her own emotions all the time 
that she hasn’t been focusing on Marcus then tried 
explaining that it’s OK but Fiona “ignored him” having 
none of it. She was presented to over exaggerate things 
fighting for her child she was “unstoppable” even though 
she didn’t have to fight for anything “wrong headed” and 
what she was saying was “barmy” but “at least a part of 
her knew she had to do something for her son” but just not 
in that situation so seriously. 



Sticky Note

This response is good as far as it goes, but is a bit underdeveloped. It makes sense to include some references to what is actually happening in the extract, to provide a structure to the response. Have a go at re-writing this response, but adding details about what is going on. A useful tip is that your response ought to make some sense to someone who has either never read the text or hasn’t read it for a long time.



Sticky Note

There is some discussion and awareness of Fiona in this extract, although it is a bit underdeveloped. For example, there is no reference to its being Will’s view of events, nor, indeed, to what is happening, and the dry humour is also not appreciated. Nevertheless, it goes beyond paraphrase, and selects and comments on some selected details, and would therefore get a mark of 5.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Clear focus on the question.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Comments on selected detail.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Good use of integrated (or “running in”) quotations.
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About A Boy 


Nick Hornby presents Fiona here trying to be a good 
mother to Marcus. “It escaped Fiona’s notice that this 
embrace should have marked the end of the story.” Fiona 
had to carry on worrying for Marcus she couldn’t just hug 
him and it would be over. “put her arms around Marcus 
from behind with an embarrassingly emotional intensity” 
showing that she was over exaggerating her emotions 
embarrassingly. Fiona says she hasn’t “been a good 
mother to him” and “let things slide” showing that she is 
depressed and caught up in her own emotions all the time 
that she hasn’t been focusing on Marcus then tried 
explaining that it’s OK but Fiona “ignored him” having 
none of it. She was presented to over exaggerate things 
fighting for her child she was “unstoppable” even though 
she didn’t have to fight for anything “wrong headed” and 
what she was saying was “barmy” but “at least a part of 
her knew she had to do something for her son” but just not 
in that situation so seriously. 
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Heroes 


The relationship between Francis and Nicole is told 
through Francis’s exaggerated story. As soon as she 
enters the book she is looked at in a romanticised way 
and is shown devotion to by Francis. However after the 
occurances in the ‘Wreck Centre’ that ruined his life, 
Francis holds the responsibility. 
Upon entering into Francis’s life in a maths lesson, Nicole 
is immediately placed on a pedestal. Francis describes her 
with terms of innocence, such as her ‘pale purity’ and 
likening her to the religious figure of ‘St Therese.’ This 
shows Francis views her as almost angelic, as religion 
would not have been spoken about lightly in this time in 
Frenchtown.  
There is also a devotion in their relationship visible mainly 
through the actions of Francis. he questions whether she 
could ‘be [his] girl,’ and says ‘it would always be Nicole 
Renard.’ This highlights the fact that she was Francis’s 
first and perhaps only love and that she represented his 
greatest friendship. 
Francis blames himself for the rape of Nicole at the ‘Wreck 
Centre.’ The appropriately named building was where his 
life was wrecked, torn to pieces. He sees his ‘betrayal in 
her eyes’, believing it to be his own fault that she was 
raped. He is affected so strongly by this event that he 
goes to take his own life by jumping from the ‘Church 
Steeple.’ But instead of going through with this he 
chooses to attempt suicide in war. At this time suicide was 
discouraged greatly as it was not a ‘noble death.’ Francis 
believes that the best way to ‘close the doors to the future’ 
was with dying a soldier’s death. 
To conclude, the relationship between the two main 
characters who suffered loss of innocence, both physically 
and mentally, is one that was torn apart like the ‘white 
blouse’ torn by Larry. Francis viewed Nicole as holy, with 
comparisons of perfection but Nicole had everything taken 
from her and had to leave Frenchtown. Francis is also 
seen to leave Frenchtown in the end of the book, 
wondering what book ‘a stranger is reading.’ He knows his 
story is over. 



Sticky Note

Although this response has an overview of the relationship  and how it’s presented, it could do with a bit more detail. Make some notes on other key events affecting Francis and Nicole’s relationship that would further develop this essay. 



Sticky Note

This is a sensitive response, which also shows an ability to evaluate the relationship and some understanding of the author’s craft, but it is a bit underdeveloped, so it just squeezes into the top band, with a mark of 15. Although there is the occasional error, it would still get a mark of 4 for SPaG.



Highlight



Sticky Note

This is a well focused introduction, with some overview (this is like the big picture, where you set out your stall, showing the approach you’re taking to the question) 



Highlight



Sticky Note

This builds on the introduction, and looks as “how” the writer has presented the characters.



Highlight



Sticky Note

This paragraphs deals succinctly (maybe a bit too succinctly) with some of the most important developments in the characters’ relationship, and in the novel. There is also some appreciation of the author’s craft. 



Highlight



Sticky Note

Strong conclusion, with some originality.












An Inspector Calls 


At the beginning of the extract, Gerald is trying to make 
himself seem as if his cheating on Sheila was justified - 
“gave me a glance that was nothing less than a cry for 
help.” This may make the audience feel sickened in a 
sense as he is trying to portray himself as a knight in 
shining armour when all he is is a liar and a cheat. This 
may also make some of the audience angry towards him 
as he has been lying to Sheila for a long time. 
Also, Gerald is more than happy to carry on his story even 
after an interruption from Sheila and Mrs Birling - 
“(steadily)”. This could show how he is almost proud of 
what he did, and does not think that cheating on Sheila 
was a bad thing. He also addresses the Inspector 
“carefully”, which shows how determined he is to make it 
clear that he “didn’t ask for anything in return” for giving 
Eva an apartment. This may cause the audience to feel 
disgusted towards him as he is blaming his cheating on 
Eva completely and not acknowledging his role in it. 
Furthermore, at the end of the extract when the Inspector 
asks “She became your mistress?” The audience’s 
feelings towards Gerald turn to resentment as he 
responds with “Yes. I suppose it was inevitable.” This is 
said in front of Sheila, which could show the audience how 
he doesn’t care about her feelings, only about his own 
ego, and this may cause some of the audience to hate 
him.  
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(b) Heroes


 Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).


 You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or 
part (iii).


 (i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


  How does Robert Cormier create mood and atmosphere here? Refer closely to the extract 
in your answer. [10]


 Either,


 (ii) How does Robert Cormier present the relationship between Francis and Nicole in Heroes?
 [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.


 Or,


 (iii) ‘The world of Heroes is a world of secrets.’ How are secrets important in the novel as a 
whole?  [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.
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The gun is like a tumour on my thigh as I walk through the morning streets against the wind that 
never dies down. April sunlight stings my eyes but the wind dissipates its heat, blustering against 
store windows and kicking debris into the gutters.
At	Ninth	and	Spruce,	I	pause	and	look	up	at	the	three-decker	and	the	windows	of	the	second	floor	


where Larry LaSalle can be found at last. Does he suspect my presence here on the street? Does 
he have a premonition that he has only a few minutes left to live?


I am calm. My heartbeat is normal. What’s one more death after the others in the villages and 
fields	 of	 France?	The	 innocent	 faces	 of	 the	 two	 young	Germans	 appear	 in	my	mind.	 But	 Larry	
LaSalle is not innocent.
The	steps	leading	to	the	second	floor	are	worn	from	use	and	age,	and	I	think	of	all	the	people	who	


have climbed stairs like these, who worked in the shops and came home heavy with weariness at 
the end of the day. As I stand at the door of Larry LaSalle’s tenement, I touch the bulge in my pocket 
to verify the existence of the gun. The sound of my knocking is loud and commanding in the silent 
hallway.
No	response.	I	wait.	I	rap	on	the	door	again,	hand	clenched	in	a	fist	this	time.
‘Come on in, the door’s not locked,’ Larry LaSalle calls out. That voice is unmistakable, but a bit 


feeble now, yet still the voice that cheered us at the Wreck Centre.
Hesitant suddenly, uncertain – his voice giving reality to what I must do – I step into the tenement 


and into the fragrance of pea soup simmering on the black stove, steam rising from a big green pot.
He is sitting in a rocking chair by the black coal stove, and narrows his eyes, squinting to see 


who has come into his tenement. He is pale, eyes sunk into the sockets like in the newsreel at the 
Plymouth, and he seems fragile now, as if caught in an old photograph that has faded and yellowed 
with age. His eyes blink rapidly as if taking quick pictures of me. Is there a glimmer of fear in his 
eyes? My heart quickens at the possibility.
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Heroes 


The relationship between Francis and Nicole is told 
through Francis’s exaggerated story. As soon as she 
enters the book she is looked at in a romanticised way 
and is shown devotion to by Francis. However after the 
occurances in the ‘Wreck Centre’ that ruined his life, 
Francis holds the responsibility. 
Upon entering into Francis’s life in a maths lesson, Nicole 
is immediately placed on a pedestal. Francis describes her 
with terms of innocence, such as her ‘pale purity’ and 
likening her to the religious figure of ‘St Therese.’ This 
shows Francis views her as almost angelic, as religion 
would not have been spoken about lightly in this time in 
Frenchtown.  
There is also a devotion in their relationship visible mainly 
through the actions of Francis. he questions whether she 
could ‘be [his] girl,’ and says ‘it would always be Nicole 
Renard.’ This highlights the fact that she was Francis’s 
first and perhaps only love and that she represented his 
greatest friendship. 
Francis blames himself for the rape of Nicole at the ‘Wreck 
Centre.’ The appropriately named building was where his 
life was wrecked, torn to pieces. He sees his ‘betrayal in 
her eyes’, believing it to be his own fault that she was 
raped. He is affected so strongly by this event that he 
goes to take his own life by jumping from the ‘Church 
Steeple.’ But instead of going through with this he 
chooses to attempt suicide in war. At this time suicide was 
discouraged greatly as it was not a ‘noble death.’ Francis 
believes that the best way to ‘close the doors to the future’ 
was with dying a soldier’s death. 
To conclude, the relationship between the two main 
characters who suffered loss of innocence, both physically 
and mentally, is one that was torn apart like the ‘white 
blouse’ torn by Larry. Francis viewed Nicole as holy, with 
comparisons of perfection but Nicole had everything taken 
from her and had to leave Frenchtown. Francis is also 
seen to leave Frenchtown in the end of the book, 
wondering what book ‘a stranger is reading.’ He knows his 
story is over. 
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b)  Heroes 
 


(i)  Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
 


How does Robert Cormier create mood and atmosphere here? Refer closely to 
the extract in your answer.                                   [10] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


 


1 mark  
 


Brief responses, and simple comments on what is happening. 
 


 


2-4 marks  Answers will tend to be underdeveloped, with some awareness, 
and some discussion, for 3/4.  
 


 


5-7 marks Discussion will be more focused and supported by apt detail. For 
7, discussion of the creation of mood and atmosphere will be 
thorough and thoughtful. 
 


 


8-10 marks Answers will be closely read, assured, evaluative and analytical. 
Features such as the appeal to the senses and the subsequent 
effects may well be addressed with confidence. 


 


 
 


*(ii)  How does Robert Cormier present the relationship between Francis and 
Nicole in Heroes?               [20+4] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A02 (67%). 
 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


  


1-4 marks  Simple brief answers, based on a general re-telling of some 
relevant parts of the story. 
 


  


5-9 marks  Answers will be narrative driven, with some 
discussion/awareness/empathy for 8 – 9. 
 


  


10-14 marks Answers will still be narrative dependent, but with apt focus on 
key areas of the text to support the discussion of Francis and 
Nicole’s relationship. For 13 – 14, answers will be thorough and 
thoughtful, with an emerging understanding of the issue of 
“presentation.”  
 


  


15-20 marks Answers will be sensitive, evaluative and increasingly assured, 
and, at 18 – 20, the “how” of the question will probably be 
addressed with increasing success. Points may include the 
effects of the use of the first person, the changing relationship 
between the characters (and reasons for this), and so on.  


  


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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*(iii)  “The world of Heroes is a world of secrets.” How are secrets important in the 
 novel as a whole?                                                      [20+4] 


   
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A02 (67%). 


 
As with all such open questions, remember that comment is free, so judge 
according  to the marking criteria. 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


   


1-4 marks  Simple comments based on probably patchy narrative. 
 


   


5-9 marks  Answers will be dependent on relatively simple narrative, with 
some discussion, empathy and awareness for 8 - 9. 
 


   


10-14 marks Answers will still be narrative driven, but use of knowledge of 
the text will be more focused and selective. For 13 – 14, 
answers will be more sustained, with thoughtful and thorough 
discussion of relevant characters and the secrets they have or 
keep. 
 


   


15-20 marks Answers will be assured and evaluative, with sensitivity 
evident at this level, and, perhaps, originality at the top of the 
mark range, with the relative importance of secrets to the plot 
and characters of the novel addressed with some success. 


   


 
  Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
 
 
 
 
* Each question includes an additional 4 marks for the assessment of spelling, punctuation 
and accurate use of grammar. Please refer to the grid below. The maximum mark available 
for each question is 24. 
 
 


Assessment of spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar 
 


Level Performance descriptions 
0 marks Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in 


the performance description below. 
Threshold 


performance 
 


1 mark 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
reasonable accuracy in the context of the demands of the 
question. Any errors do not hinder meaning in the response. 
Where required, they use a limited range of specialist terms 
appropriately. 


Intermediate 
Performance 


 
2 – 3 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
considerable accuracy and general control of meaning in the 
context of the demands of the question. Where required, they use 
a good range of specialist terms with facility.  


High 
performance 


 
4 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
consistent accuracy and effective control of meaning in the 
context of the demands of the question. Where required, they use 
a wide range of specialist terms adeptly and with precision. 
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About A Boy 


Marcus is a young boy aged 12 who shouldn’t have any 
worries in the world like a normal 12 year old but not for 
him, he has many worries as a young boy getting bullied 
in school and worrying about his depressed mother. Will is 
a 36 year old man who is “subzero cool” and the total 
opposite to Marcus living in a “trendy flat” full of gadgets 
with no care in the world having nothing to worry about 
also having no job or kids almost nothing really going for 
him. He earns his money from a Christmas song his father 
wrote although he hates Christmas. Will loves to live in his 
own little bubble with no kids and no responsibilities 
watching TV all day and having “casual sex” with women 
he meets along the way. He has never had a serious 
relationship. When Will meets Suzie he pretends to have a 
child to be liked more and is immature enough to go and 
buy a car seat and crush crisps on it. He likes to be on his 
own where as Marcus is scared of being on his own and 
just wants friends. Marcus and Will meet on dead duck 
day and from that day Marcus has gone around to Wills 
flat to see him instead of going home to his depressed 
mother. Marcus and Will start creating a bond almost like 
son and father although Will does not like it and tries to 
avoid this. Marcus opens up to Will telling him about his 
school and Ellie and Will tries to help Marcus to be cool 
like him and buys him new trainers and trying on new 
clothes with him. They are both totally opposite people 
who come together and teach eachother new ways of life. 
Marcus teaches Will maturity and cool things. Will says I’ll 
soon be singing with my eyes shut” realising he is getting 
closer to Marcus every day and may end up being like 
him. Will is almost like a father figure and starts caring for 
Marcus by the end just like a father would and doesnt let 
Marcus be on his own.    
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(c) An Inspector Calls


 Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).


 You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or 
part (iii).


 (i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


  Look closely at how Gerald speaks and behaves here. How may this affect an audience’s 
feelings towards him? [10]


 Either,


 (ii) ‘Mrs Birling only met Eva Smith towards the end of her life, yet she is the most responsible 
for her fate.’ To what extent do you agree with this statement? Remember to support your 
answer with reference to the play and to comment on its social, cultural and historical 
context. [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.


 Or,
 
 (iii) Explain how and why Sheila Birling changes during the course of the play. Remember to 


support your answer with reference to the play and to comment on its social, cultural and 
historical context.  [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.
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Gerald:  The girl saw me looking at her and then gave me a glance that was nothing less 
than a cry for help. So I went across and told Joe Meggarty some nonsense – that 
the manager had a message for him or something like that – got him out of the way 
– and then told the girl that if she didn’t want any more of that sort of thing, she’d 
better let me take her out of there. She agreed at once.


InsPector:  Where did you go?
Gerald:  We went along to the County Hotel, which I knew would be quiet at that time of 


night, and we had a drink or two and talked.
InsPector:  Did she drink much at that time?
Gerald:  No. She only had a port and lemonade – or some such concoction. All she wanted 


was to talk – a little friendliness – and I gathered that Joe Meggarty’s advances had 
left her rather shaken – as well they might —


InsPector:  She talked about herself?
Gerald:  Yes. I asked her questions about herself. She told me her name was Daisy Renton, 


that she’d lost both parents, that she came originally from somewhere outside 
Brumley. She also told me she’d had a job in one of the works here and had had to 
leave after a strike. She said something about the shop too, but wouldn’t say which 
it was, and she was deliberately vague about what happened. I couldn’t get any 
exact details from her about her past life. She wanted to talk about herself – just 
because she felt I was interested and friendly – but at the same time she wanted 
to be Daisy Renton – and not Eva Smith. In fact, I heard that name for the first 
time tonight. What she did let slip – though she didn’t mean to – was that she was 
desperately hard up and at that moment was actually hungry. I made the people at 
the County find some food for her.


InsPector:  And then you decided to keep her – as your mistress?
Mrs B.:  What?
Sheila:  Of course, Mother. It was obvious from the start. Go on, Gerald. Don’t mind mother.
Gerald:  (steadily) I discovered, not that night but two nights later, when we met again – not 


accidentally this time of course – that in fact she hadn’t a penny and was going to be 
turned out of the miserable back room she had. It happened that a friend of mine, 
Charlie Brunswick, had gone off to Canada for six months and had let me have the 
key of a nice little set of rooms he had – in Morgan Terrace – and had asked me 
to keep an eye on them for him and use them if I wanted to. So I insisted on Daisy 
moving into those rooms and I made her take some money to keep her going there. 
(Carefully, to the InsPector.) I want you to understand that I didn’t install her there 
so that I could make love to her. I made her go to Morgan Terrace because I was 
sorry for her, and didn’t like the idea of her going back to the Palace bar. I didn’t ask 
for anything in return.


InsPector:  I see.
Sheila:  Yes, but why are you saying that to him? You ought to be saying it to me.
Gerald:  I suppose I ought really. I’m sorry, Sheila.
  Somehow I—
Sheila:  (cutting in, as he hesitates) I know. Somehow he makes you.
InsPector:  But she became your mistress?
Gerald:  Yes. I suppose it was inevitable. She was young and pretty and warm-hearted – 


and intensely grateful. I became at once the most important person in her life – you 
understand?
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About A Boy 


Marcus is a young boy aged 12 who shouldn’t have any 
worries in the world like a normal 12 year old but not for 
him, he has many worries as a young boy getting bullied 
in school and worrying about his depressed mother. Will is 
a 36 year old man who is “subzero cool” and the total 
opposite to Marcus living in a “trendy flat” full of gadgets 
with no care in the world having nothing to worry about 
also having no job or kids almost nothing really going for 
him. He earns his money from a Christmas song his father 
wrote although he hates Christmas. Will loves to live in his 
own little bubble with no kids and no responsibilities 
watching TV all day and having “casual sex” with women 
he meets along the way. He has never had a serious 
relationship. When Will meets Suzie he pretends to have a 
child to be liked more and is immature enough to go and 
buy a car seat and crush crisps on it. He likes to be on his 
own where as Marcus is scared of being on his own and 
just wants friends. Marcus and Will meet on dead duck 
day and from that day Marcus has gone around to Wills 
flat to see him instead of going home to his depressed 
mother. Marcus and Will start creating a bond almost like 
son and father although Will does not like it and tries to 
avoid this. Marcus opens up to Will telling him about his 
school and Ellie and Will tries to help Marcus to be cool 
like him and buys him new trainers and trying on new 
clothes with him. They are both totally opposite people 
who come together and teach eachother new ways of life. 
Marcus teaches Will maturity and cool things. Will says I’ll 
soon be singing with my eyes shut” realising he is getting 
closer to Marcus every day and may end up being like 
him. Will is almost like a father figure and starts caring for 
Marcus by the end just like a father would and doesnt let 
Marcus be on his own.    



Sticky Note

Make notes on the key points in the relationships between the main characters in the novel. Aim to have 5 or 6 key events in each “storyline” for each relationship as signposts, and make sure that you have included relevant detail for each key event, so that you can show off your knowledge and understanding of the novel, the characters, and their relationships. A test is to ask yourself, would someone who had not read the novel get a good idea about it from your response - if not, there is likely to be insufficient accurate detail.



Sticky Note

Although there is some discussion and awareness of the relationship between Marcus and Will in this response, coverage of the novel is patchy, and the knowledge of the text is sometimes insecure. These last two qualities would limit the mark, and 9 would be the best mark that could be awarded, with 3 for SPaG.



Highlight



Sticky Note

Some awareness and discussion of Marcus and William, but no clear focus on their relationship or its development, which is what the question asks. Can you do better?



Highlight



Sticky Note

Some simple narrative, but at a rather general level. 



Highlight



Sticky Note

As a conclusion, this tends to fizzle out, and it is not completely accurate. Try writing an alternative conclusion to an essay about the development of the relationship between Marcus and Will.
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